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The first fuel transfer with the air refuelling boom from a RAAF KC-30A Multi-Role Tanker Transport (MRTT) to a
USAF F-35A Joint Strike Fighter at Edwards Air Force Base in California. A total of 59 contacts were conducted,
of which five contacts transferred 43,200 pounds of fuel during the four hour sortie.

Message from the President
disagree I expect a comprehensive paper on the
subject.
Annual Symposium

Well here we are again – another year gone.
The accelerating theory of time says that when you
are ten, one year is ten percent of your life;
whereas, when you are fifty it’s only two percent time apparently flies. Sounds fair to me but if you

Enough frivolity. The main purpose of this
newsletter is to remind you all that our next annual
symposium is to be held concurrently with the
Avalon Airshow on the 2nd and 3rd of March 2017.
Entry to the Airshow is complimentary with
attendance at the symposium for the first 100
attendees so get in early. Mind you, if 100 of you
attend I would be very pleased to run out of tickets.
I have invited my friend Captain Frank Santoni,
the former Chief Test Pilot of Boeing Commercial
Airplanes to be the keynote speaker at the
symposium. Frank is going to talk on the
technology available versus the technology chosen
for aircraft such as the Boeing 777 and why those
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choices were made. His presentation will set the
theme for the symposium - Does technology
enhance or hinder the modern aviator’s role?
Frank and I will also be attending the Airport
Council International World Conference as guests
in a forum on airport design viewed from the
cockpit. So it will be a busy and fulfilling
symposium. Ron Haack will have more details
later in the newsletter but do not forget the annual
dinner will also be on Thursday night, the 2nd.
FTSA Practical Innovation Award
Ron Haack and I recently met with our
academic advisor and FTSA member, Professor
KC Wong of Sydney University. We developed a
Charter for the annual Practical Innovation Award
for university students; as was proposed at the last
AGM. I’ll leave it to Ron to expand further in his
section of the newsletter.
Student Mentoring
During our meeting KC asked if the FTSA were
interested in providing mentors for engineering
students undertaking practical testing of some of
the remotely piloted aircraft and various control
systems being investigated. He thought that
practical mentoring from a flight test person during
the planning and actual testing phase would
enhance the student’s experience and education. I
couldn’t agree more and willing volunteered our
services. I am sure that there are a few of you out
there with enough time and interest to help these
potential future flight test professionals along. At
the moment we are only looking for expressions of
interest so if you are interested please write to the
secretary@ftsa.org.au
Patron
With the retirement of Air Marshall Geoff
Brown the committee decided it would be timely
to have a patron who comes from the ranks of the
flight test community. Therefore I am pleased to
announce that Mark Skidmore, former President of
the FTSA and a highly credentialed aviator has
graciously accepted the request to be our patron –
thank you Mark.
Regards and safe flying.
Richard Woodward
President
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2017 Annual Symposium
Ron Haack, Secretary
The 2017 symposium will be held at Avalon on
2 and 3rd March and a general call for papers has
been issued. We have time for 8 presentations and
at this stage have five commitments: Capt. Frank
Santoni, Tiger Hellfire Romeo Clearance, Taipan
(MRH) Formation Downwash Interference,
Chinook (Foxtrot) LHD First of Class Flight Trial
and Autonomous Navigation using Doppler Radar.
The annual dinner will on the night of 2nd March at
a venue in Melbourne CBD. The Annual General
Meeting (AGM) will be conducted after lunch on
3rd March, just prior to the main airshow
commencing. The draft symposium program can
be found on the FTSA website and will be
regularly updated as we get closer to the event.
nd

Innovation Award
Ron Haack, Secretary
Following a resolution from our last AGM, I
can announce that the FTSA has organised an
award for an aerospace engineering student at an
Australian university who demonstrates ‘practical
innovation’ in pursuing a flight test related project
during their course of study. The award includes a
perpetual trophy, a small bursary towards study
costs and the opportunity to present at the
Society’s expense at our annual symposium.
Initially, the award was to be limited to students
attending Sydney University (the host of the 2016
Symposium), but consensus was to broaden the
award to all tertiary institutions offering
qualification in an Aerospace Engineering
discipline. With the help of KC (Professor Wong),
we identified eight schools in Australia offering
eligible degree qualifications. Once we have
selected those schools interested in participating in
the program, they will be listed on the FTSA
website.
We had hoped to present the inaugural
Innovation Award in 2016; however, due to delays
in developing the Charter and the need for it to be
ratified (scheduled for the next AGM), the
inaugural award will be made in late 2017. A draft
Charter governing the award is available on the
FTSA website under the sub-heading The Society /
Awards. Comments or suggestions to the Secretary
are welcome secretary@ftsa.org.au
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Membership Subscriptions
Patrick Bridge, Membership Officer
Historically, membership subscriptions were
due on 1st November annually, as it aligned with
the ‘FTSA financial year’. In practice, this date
hasn’t been particularly practical and the majority
of people didn’t actually pay their subscriptions
until January-February when they registered for
the annual symposium. Therefore at the 2016
AGM, a motion was passed to align the
membership year with a more meaningful date,
which the committee has elected to be the calendar
year.
As of 1st January 2017 subscription renewals
were due and members are requested to pay by via
bank transfer. Where this isn’t convenient, please
send an email to membership@ftsa.org.au to
arrange an alternate payment method. In the near
future, we are intending for membership payments
to be handled through the website. Subscription
details for 2017 are:
Amount:
Account:
Account #:
BSB:

A$50
Flight Test Society of Australia
314565
032-691

*Please include your name in the comments box
when you do the bank transfer and send an email
advising payment to membership@ftsa.org.au
Lifetime Membership. At the 2016 AGM, Mr
Warren Canning proposed the option of lifetime
membership for an appropriate fee. The members
passed the motion and the committee has set the
fee to be equal to ten times the annual membership
fee. So for those taking up the offer of lifetime
membership this year will need to pay $500.
Both the introduction of lifetime memberships
and the change in the membership year will see an
update to the FTSA constitution.
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release, scheduled for early March. The new
functionality will only be accessible to FTSA
members though individual logons. For those who
have forgotten their username or password, they
can be obtained through the website at the
following link: http://ftsa.org.au/index.php/cbforgot-login
You will only be able to login to your account
if you are a current financial member. If you are
having trouble logging in, please email the
membership officer (membership@ftsa.org.au) to
confirm your membership status.

ARDU, 2016 in Review
SQNLDR Scott Plumb, FTE, ARDU
	
  

2016 was a busy year for the RAAF’s flight test
organisation, Aircraft Research & Development
Unit (ARDU). It started out with the unit being
split into four Test & Evaluation flights positioned
around the country, based at Edinburgh, Amberley,
Williamtown and Richmond. ARDU has also
expanded its mission, bringing operational
evaluation aircrew into the unit and focusing on
streamlining the transition between developmental
and operational T&E. These changes brought with
them some great opportunity for collaboration and
efficiency, not least because ARDU test aircrew
are now closer to the action and the operational
squadrons they support. However, it also resulted
in some challenges, namely communication and
resource management issues during the transition.
But, to the unit’s credit, the distribution of ARDU
aircrew across the country did not stop flight
testing, and we punched out a significant quantity
of work with some pretty impressive results.
The numbers for 2016:
• 64 flight test tasks
• 36 flight testers
• 16 aircraft types
• 3 countries

SOME MAJOR TASKS

FTSA Website

KC-30A air to air refuelling clearance testing

John O’Halloran, Webmaster
In the background there has been good work
done on increasing the functionality and content of
our website (ftsa.org.au). A new discussion area
has been developed which is currently being beta
tested by the committee members prior to wider

A team of flight test engineers and test pilots
travelled to Edwards Air Force Base in California
and Paya Lebar Air Base in Singapore to perform
aircraft and boom flying qualities testing of the
KC-30A tanker when paired with various USAF
and RSAF receiver aircraft. Five aerial refuelling
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programs were conducted throughout the year in
collaboration with the RAAF’s Number 33
Squadron, the USAF 412th Test Wing and the
RSAF Flight Test Agency. There are also plans to
conduct receiver clearance testing on the USAF A10 in early 2017.
The list of the receiver aircraft tested in 2016:
o
o
o
o
o

USAF F-15E (led by Gerno Loots, FTE)
USAF F-16C/D (led by Ben Liersch, FTE)
USAF C-17A (led by Jacques Le Roux, FTE)
RSAF F-16D+ (led by Ben Liersch)
USAF B-1B (led by Jacques Le Roux)

The outcome: Full or partial clearances were
recommended for the KC-30A to F-16C/D, C-17A,
B-1B and F-16D+ receiver aircraft.
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RAAF KC-30A receiver clearance testing with USAF
F-15E1, F-16D2, C-17A3, B-1B4 and RSAF F-16D+5

E-7A Wedgetail radar detection performance
testing
Flight Test Systems Specialist (FTSS), Andrew
Lane led a team of ARDU and Number 2 Squadron
aircrew to characterise the performance of the
E-7A radar against non-cooperative target aircraft
in an operationally representative electronic
warfare environment. The testing, conducted in
Woomera airspace, also involved a detachment of
PC-9/A, LearJet and Classic Hornets acting as
target aircraft, and was performed collaboratively
with the Defence Science & Technology Group
and the RAAF’s Number 42 Wing.
The outcome: Improvements to 42 Wing
tactics, techniques and procedures were developed
based on the characterisation of the E-7A
Wedgetail radar performance.
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E-7A radar detection trial test aircraft A30-006

Classic Hornet air to ground weapons testing
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FTEs Scott Plumb, Andy Shepherd and Pat
Murphy, along with test pilot, Darren Hughes and
81 Wing pilots, planned and executed two
combined test programs resulting in the release of
a total of 13 Joint Direct Attack Munitions
(JDAMs) (six different variants) off F/A-18A
Classic Hornets in 2016. The first program,
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conducted in the Eastern Australia Exercise Area,
off the coast of Nowra in NSW, was an end-to-end
functional check of the extended range JDAM
(pictured below). The second, conducted at
Woomera Test Range in SA was to verify the
effectiveness of the Block 10.1 software upgrade
on the tail kit guidance systems of JDAM series
weapons in support of Operation OKRA.
The outcome: Recommendations were issued
for the release to service of the JDAM upgrades on
RAAF F/A-18A/B aircraft.

JANUARY 2017

Hawk 127 Lead in Fighter noise reduction and
night vision imagery system testing
Daniel Hrast (FTE) and Number 79 Squadron
pilots trialled three different noise reduction
systems on Hawk aircraft based out of Pearce in
WA. One passive and two active systems were
tested in various helmet configurations to
determine the intelligibility at different flight
conditions and reduce the current noise levels
heard by aircrew in the Hawk.
Pat Murphy (FTE), together with test pilot
Barry Skennar and Number 76 Squadron pilots,
planned and executed a ground and flight test
program to clear the ANVIS-9 night vision
goggles, currently used by Classic and Super
Hornets, for night operations in the Hawk.
The outcome: Recommendations were issued
for the incorporation of active noise reduction and
NVG operations with ANVIS-9 on the RAAF’s
Hawk 127 aircraft.

Ground cockpit compatibility testing for ANVIS-9
night vision goggles in the Hawk

PC-9/A ‘Firestorm’ Electro Optic / Infrared
(EO/IR) pod

Release sequence of two extended range JDAMs from
a Classic Hornet

Carl Godwin (FTSS) and Heath Rowe (FTSS),
test pilots Jake Gardner and Dan Rich, and Dom
Camille (FTE), performed a comprehensive
developmental test program on the Rockwell
Collins manufactured ‘Firestorm’ EO/IR pod for
the PC-9/A. The pod was in the concept phase and
is currently undergoing further development for a
potential future trial.
The outcome: Deficiencies were identified and
passed to Rockwell Collins for targeted
rectification in the development of the EO/IR
modification. It is anticipated that, if acquired, this
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modification could support future Joint Terminal
Air Controller (JTAC) training for Number 4
Squadron.

ARDU PC-9/A, A23-007 carries a ‘Firestorm’ EO/IR
pod

C-27J Aeromedical Evauation
In early December, Michael Olsen (FTE) and
operational evaluation aircrew, Dene La Pouple
and Callum Jolliffe, planned and executed a short
notice trial in support of C-27J Aeromedical
Evacuation (AME) role qualification. The test
team, along with Number 35 Squadron and
Number 3 AME Squadron aircrew worked in
collaboration to determine usable AME
configurations prior to the usually high tempo
period of operational standby over Christmas.
The outcome: Interim advice was provided to
the C-27J Transition Team in support of the use of
the AME capability over the period of operational
standby. Of note, the successful evaluation of the
C-27J AME capability was largely attributed to the
significant amount of pre-development work
accomplished by the operators and support
agencies in the lead up to the trial.
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DJ Knights memorial dinner
80 guests attended this year’s DJ Knights
memorial dinner at The Playford in Adelaide,
commemorating the loss of Derek John Knights, a
former ARDU test pilot tragically killed in a Bell
UH-1B Iroquois crash in 1981. Like previous
years, the evening was a great opportunity to bring
the test community together and to reflect on the
year’s achievements. Highlights were the guest
speaker and former Vice Commander of the US
Air Force Operational Test & Evaluation Center
(AFOTEC), Robert ‘Al’ Heston’s accounts of his
supersonic ejection from a F-104 Starfighter and
his check ride with Chuck Yeager; as well as the
hilarious, but extremely unintelligible joke from
former Air Commander, Peter Nicholson AM. The
group raised over $1,200 for Soldier On
throughout the night, which included a sizeable
donation from the Nova Systems contingent
pictured in the front table of the below group
photo. The annual award recipients for 2016 were
flight test engineer, Scott Plumb (DJ Knights flight
tester of the year) and test pilot, Jake Gardner
(Flight test pig of the year) pictured below.

2016 DJ Knights flight tester of the year, Scott Plumb
(left) and flight test pig of the year, Jake Gardner
(right) receive their trophies from Commanding
Officer ARDU, Dan Rich

The wrap up
2016 flew by, and all predictions suggest that 2017
does not look like slowing; more aerial refuelling
receiver clearances, P-8A initial operational testing
and support to F-35A suitability & effectiveness
test planning are just a few upcoming tasks which
will surely keep the unit busy! Look forward to
seeing most of you at this year’s FTSA symposium
in Avalon.
C-27J configured with AME role equipment

Editors note: Congratulations to our own Scott
Plumb, FTSA Treasurer, on his promotion to
Squadron Leader and the 2016 DJ Knights Flight
Tester of the Year award. Well done Plumby!
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Army Aviation Test
& Evaluation Section
MAJ Rod Campbell, AATES
2016 was the first year for the Army Aviation
Test and Evaluation Section (AATES). It was
formed by pooling together the positions from
ARDU’s Rotary Wing Flight, production
acceptance positions from the Production Test and
Airworthiness Team (PTAT) and some Army
Aviation Operational Test and Evaluation
positions. AATES’s priorities are determined from
the
Directorate
of
Aviation
Capability
Management (DACM) within Army’s Forces
Command, and the unit is structured to best
support this by matching the DACM structure.
In its formative year, AATES has accepted
some 80 tasks ranging from - complex tasking
such as: First of Class Flight Trials (FOCFT) for
Chinook (CH-47F) on LHD, Taipan (MRH90)
extended range fuel tank clearance, Tiger (EC665

ARH) Hellfire Romeo (AGM114R) testing; - to
lower level tasking such as: multiple EMI/EMC
tests, Air Warrior Aircrew Ensemble hoisting and
Gentex HGU65P (helmet) microphone testing.
This busy workload has been underwritten by the
need to develop new policy and keep inline with
the ever-changing military aviation regulation
framework.
In 2016, AATES has conducted tasks at every
Army Aviation Regiment, with Navy at 808
Squadron and AMAFTU, conducted shipboard
operations and deployed for activities such as the
Hellfire missile campaign. Members of AATES
have found themself working closely with the
RAAF’s Air Warfare Centre (AWC), Navy’s
AMAFTU and various engineering agencies in the
conduct of tasking and the development of policy.
2017 looks like it will be another busy year
with a follow-on suite of FOCFT activities
planned; Taipan production acceptance activities is
scheduled to wrap-up; CH-47F Chinook
acceptance testing will continue, and multiple
other tasks are also planned. Looking further
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ahead, a range of Army Aviation acquisition
project teams will form also requiring testing
support. So the future looks bright and busy!
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AATES will continue to strive to be a
responsive, capability outcome focussed unit,
intent on providing test and evaluation outcomes
safely.

EC665 Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter conducting stores clearance testing of the AGM114R Hellfire Romeo at
Delamere Air Weapons Range, NT (November 2016)

Aircraft Maintenance and Flight
Trials Unit (AMAFTU)
Ms Natalie Staples, RAN
Located at the Naval Air Station, Nowra,
Aircraft Maintenance and Flight Trials Unit
(AMAFTU) is responsible to Headquarters Fleet
Air Arm for developing and conducting
experimental and operational flight testing;
primarily for Navy rotary wing aircraft, but also
army helicopters in the maritime embarked
environment. The small unit is made up of around
25 personnel, including Test Pilots, Aerosystems
Specialist Aviation Warfare Officers, Flight Test
Engineers, Engineers, Maintainers of all trades and
civilian support staff.
The unit, along with the RAAF’s ARDU and
Army’s AATES, represent the Australian Defence
Force's core test and evaluation capability for the
ADF’s aircraft.

Commodore Chris Smallhorn (QTP), former
Officer-In-Charge (OIC) of AMAFTU and now
Commander Fleet Air Arm (FAA) stated:
“AMFTU is a highly specialised unit with over 50
years of history in the RAN’s Fleet Air Arm.
Capable of all levels of experimental flight test,
AMAFTU’s flight test pilots, engineers and
systems specialists ensure that Navy’s aircraft are
safe to operate from the sea and our ships, and that
the aviation weapon systems we buy do their job
and we understand those system’s limits. It is one
of the crown jewels of the FAA and a key
contributor to the warfighting effect.”
During 2016, the unit completed First of Class
Flight Trials (FOCFT) for ScanEagle Unmanned
Aerial System on HMAS Choules and HMAS
Newcastle; and CH-47F Chinook on the Landing
Helicopter Dock (LHD). The Army chopper has
now has the necessary safe envelopes for
operations from the LHD class should it be
required for Humanitarian Aid and Disaster Relief
operations over the summer period.
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“It’s been a busy year, but 2017 is shaping up
to be even busier,” OIC AMAFTU, Commander
David Hutchinson said. “We’ve already started
preparing for first of class trials with work ups
occurring over the past few weeks involving the
MRH-90 Taipan Multi Role Helicopter, the
MH-60R Seahawk ‘Romeo’, and the Eurocopter
Tiger Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter (ARH).”
AMAFTU will start 2017 at a run with 7 First of
Class Flight Trials scheduled before September.
The MRH-90 replaced Navy’s Sea King fleet
and Army’s Iroquois and Black Hawks, while the
MH-60R is the Navy's next generation submarine
hunter and anti-surface warfare helicopter.
“On the 16th January we embark in HMAS
Melbourne for the start of the Romeo trial on the
Adelaide Class of Guided Missile Frigates
(FFG’s),” Commander Hutchinson said. “In late
February, the Romeo team move onto Canberra
and join their ARH Tiger and MRH-90
compatriots to continue the LHD First of Class
Trial.”
“From February to April, we’ll have the ARH,
MRH-90 and MH-60R all onboard the Canberra
LHD conducting First of Class Flight Trials,”
Commander Hutchinson said. “Mid-year, the
MRH-90 will conduct first of class flight trials in
the Anzac Class (FFH) and recently the Minister of
Defence approved acquisition of a Vertical Take
Off and Landing (VTOL) Maritime Tactical
Unmanned Aerial System (MTUAS) that
AMAFTU will commence conducting FOCFT in
August on an Adelaide Class Frigate.”
“Finally in September we’ll conduct First of
Class Flight trials with the EC-135 T2+, on the
new Multi purpose Aviation Training Vessel
(MATV). The EC-135 will operate as part of the
Helicopter Aircrew Training System, replacing the
Squirrel as the ADF’s primary rotary wing training
aircraft.”
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While the tempo in 2017 will be high,
Commander Hutchinson says it is an exciting time
as wide range of capabilities are integrated across
the fleet.
“We’re at the coal face of Navy working to
becoming a more agile, integrated network and
potent force.” Each FOCFT is unique and has its
own personalities and challenges, which
Commander Hutchinson says keeps the unit on
their toes.
“Navy hasn’t got any experience with vertical
take off and landing unmanned systems, so the trial
in August will be quite unique. Like all FOCFT we
will adopt a crawl, walk, run approach in an
attempt to expand the operating envelope to the
maximum possible extent over a broad range of
sea and environmental conditions. We’ve also
never taken a Tiger helicopter to sea before so the
LHD trial will be equally challenging.”
“For the Romeo’s we’re expanding existing
Ship Helicopter Operating Limits that have been
previously developed through “desktop analysis”,
and we’re looking to provide a lilypad capability
for the MRH-90 on the ANZAC Class,”
Commander Hutchinson said.

OIC AMAFTU, Commander David Hutchinson, in
front of a MH-60R Seahawk 'Romeo'
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AMAFTU conducting CH-47F Chinook deck handling trial on the Canberra Class Landing Helicopter Dock
(LHD), May 2016

Army CH47F Chinook conducts a deck landing onboard HMAS Adelaide, as part of first of class flight trials,
August 2016
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